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*NEWLY UPDATED VERSION. IF PREVIOUSLY DOWNLOADED PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU

OPT IN FOR UPDATES ON YOUR STORED BOOKS*Discover book 3, REDEMPTION from the

best-selling clean young adult paranormal and urban fantasy AROTAS series that everyone is

talking aboutâ€¦The series with over 6500 5* ratings (iBooks,  and Goodreads)â€œOne of the most

emotional books Iâ€™ve ever read!â€•  Reviewer *****â€œ...it is indescribable and amazing!â€•

Reviewer *****Roseline Enescue has always been a warrior, the fiercest among her kind, but when

she is stripped of her strength and left teetering on the edge of insanity, she is forced to rely on the

one person she trusts the least. As Fane and Nicolae fight to save Sadieâ€™s life, they find

themselves pulled into a tremulous truce between hunter and immortal when a string of gruesome

murders break out. The lines have been drawn and the battle preparations have begun, but only

Gabriel can save them allâ€¦if he can survive the final two tasks. The first battle may be over, but the

war has only just begun.Click on the link above to experience the redemptionâ€¦Then don't forget to

check out the final book in this series when you are done.Evermore, Book IV (novella) Want to know

how it all began? Desolate, Book I of the Immortal Rose Trilogy
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I discovered the first book to this series, during a late-night browse on my kindle. I was so drawn in

and immediately wanted more. As soon as I finished it, I had the second already sitting on stand-by,

waiting for me to select it. I loved it even more than the first. Drawn in by Roseline & Gabriel's

budding relationship. Sadie's antics. Will's love of cartoons. Nicolae's double life. Fane's longing. I

had a hard time putting it down! Then I was left in a cliff hang. Stuck waiting for what felt like forever

(in reality it may or may not have been only a few months), in eager anticipation, to find out what

happened next. And it's finally here! And it was every bit as awesome as I had hoped. The multiple

points of view flowed seamlessly (imho, at least!), the story was riveting (I may or may not have

cried at some point....) and the ending had definite twists I never suspected! All in all, it was a

fantastic finish to a story that I know I will be reading several more times in the future :-)

Vampires hunters angels demons ... fallen angels... the garden of Eden found...Death death death...

and more violence...And finally a heart wrenching funeral...Just the hint of happy ever after to come

Back when I started this series I thought it was going to be like every other YA PNR IÃ¢Â€Â™ve

read. You know the type, teenage girl falls immediately in love with a boy and does stupid things.

This series has gone above and beyond what I would have expected. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s definitely not your

mommaÃ¢Â€Â™s romance. This series is totally bad ass. Each book gives you an inside look into a

different character by alternating povÃ¢Â€Â™s. I feel like I know these characters so intimately and

book three crushed me to my core. I said in my review for book 2 that no one is safe and book three

proved that. I almost didnÃ¢Â€Â™t believe what my eyes were reading. It was like I was in denial

over the death(s) of a fictional character and I was not okay with it. Redemption was a bloody mess.

I never shy away from gore but this will make some people squirm. The thing I loved about

Redemption is that it was unpredictable. I had a million scenarios running around in my head and

not one of them was right. I thought there would be a huge reunion between Roseline and Gabriel,

but the author had other plans. Wicked plans. In retrospect, I wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t have had it any other

way. IÃ¢Â€Â™m also glad that she wrote a novella after Redemption. I hate guessing

whatÃ¢Â€Â™s supposed to happen next. I like to read where there author intends for it to end, not

where my crazy imagination will take it.



I LOVE this series!! I hv read some of the other critiques that are negative and I don't get it!! Ok, so

there are a few grammar and spelling issues but with an intricately woven story full of Heroes and

Villains and Love, I could care less!! Though the story has a very well worn plot, the author casts a

wonderful spell over the story that allows the reader to become invested in wonderfully layered

characters! Sadie is my ultimate fav!! I really hope that Amy Miles will write a spin off for her!! I also

like how Miles isn't afraid of killing off important characters! Not only do some die, but others don't

meet their soul mate suddenly! In other words, every story isn't wrapped up in a pretty, feel good

bow. That's very rare in this genre-esp, with YA books!Miles Strengths: Man, can she write good

fight scenes!!! Whew!!! She also doesn't shy away from the nitty gritty details!! If someone's gonna

be tortured, she's gonna fully commit I don't want gory scenes but if an author states that

someone's going to be tortured for info, then I want commitment. If not, don't say it!! I also love how

dangerous the book is. Outside of a couple obvious choices, no one is safe, so the reader is kept on

their toes!! Nicholae and Sadie are my fav couple, but the main couple Rosaline and Gabriel, were

wonderful! I enjoyed their struggles and how well Miles developed it. The plot twists are surprising

and really separate this story from many!!Miles Weaknesses;I felt like the backstory for the Arotas

was never fully explained. Miles introduces all of these different elements sometimes it just raises

more questions than answers. For example, Gabriel has a guardian angel, but where was he before

Gabriel turned and does everyone have one or only people who are involved with the prophecy??

Also, Rosaline helps create a safe house/training ground in Canada's whose main purpose is...I

never fully got it. Was it a refuge camp for immortals who are against Valadimir's rein, or a training

ground??? The whole point of the series is that Gabriel and Rosaline's purpose in life is based on a

prophecy and we NEVER find out what the exact prophecy is. What's that about??Overall: Great

surprises in an exciting plot!!! Wonderful love stories, beautiful fight scenes, Miles isnt afraid to spill

blood and take chances, but the story needs to be cleaned up a bit. I don't know if Miles had an

editor, but if not, that's what was needed and if an editor does exist, fire them Amy Miles! Stellar

Storytelling!!

"They will begin to question everything they think they know about this world. And maybe, just

maybe, they will allow themselves to consider the impossible: That monsters really do exist.

Tonight, they will begin to fear the unknown, that which lurks in the shadows. Tonight, the existence

of immortals becomes a reality."Redemption, the conclusion of the Arotas Trilogy will simply blow

your mind. You won't be able to turn the pages fast enough. Lucien is back and plans to expose



immortals to the human world and Roseline and her friends will do anything to stop him. This book

is filled with action and suspense, leaving the reader guessing how it's all going to end and what an

epic ending it is!It's the final battle, the battle that will either make or break the characters we have

come to love in this trilogy. Who will survive? Who will come out on top?Amy Miles writing talent is

plain to see in this amazing final book. Her way with words and descriptions makes it easy to fall

into the world she has created, making it feel like the reader is right along side the characters. We

feel, taste, and smell every detail and when it's all over, we feel slightly disoriented when we crash

back into the real world.I can't wait to read what she has in store. She's definitely made me a fan for

life!
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